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Shipment includes information for Germany 1850 through 1897 year (4068907 rec.), 
Italy 1855 through 1897 (845368 rec.) and Russia 1834 trought 1897 (527394 rec.) 
in MS ACCESS 2000 database NA-SHIPMENT with the following distribution of 
passengers by years: 

Germans: 1850 - 1897 

Year 



TOTAL : 4068907 

Italians: 1855-1900 

YEAR PasNO 



TOTAL : 845368 

YEAR PasNO 



TOTAL 527394 

The content of the database: 

GERMANS-1850-1897 table - German passenger file 
(table structure contains short description of fields) 

ITALIANS-1855-1900 table - Italian passenger file 

RUSSIANS-1834-1897 table - Russian passenger file 

(Fields LRES and DEST of passenger tables are not edited) 

ALLHDRS table -header table, common for all passenger tables. 

T-MASVIL-GS - table with list of German villages with codes for encoding 
(editing) 

purposes, that contains variety of misspelled names of the same 
village. Relation between spellings established via CODE and P 

field 
of a table (suggested right spelling of the same village has empty 

P field) . 

T-MASVIL-IT - table with list of Italian villages with codes. 

T-MASVIL-RS - table with list of Russian villages with codes. 

T-MASTER-DEST - analog of T-MASVIL-GS table for destinations. 
Right spellings have * in P field of a table. 

T-AGE - table with coding conventions for an AGE field. 
T-ARR-PORTS - table with coding conventions for a MID field depending on port 
of arrival: 

00012000 - 00014999 BOSTON 
00015000 - 00017999 BALTIMORE 
00018000 - 00020999 NEW ORLEANS 
00021000 - 00023999 PHILADELPHIA 

Everything else is NEW YORK 

and tables with lists of: 
- travel codes - (T-Travelcode) 
- transit codes - (T-Transcode) 
- port codes - (T-PORTS) - ports of embarkation 
- occupation codes - (T OCCUPATION) 
- country codes - (TICOUNTRY) 



- literacy codes - (T-LITERACY) 
for decoding purposes. 

Relations between passenger and header tables are established via MID field 

Relations between passenger, header tables and T-xxxxx tables can be 
established via corresponding fields. 

Table T-GERMANY-GROUP has been used for German selection. 

France, Switzerland and Luxemburg are included in the German group but 
are identified by distinct nationality codes. 

USA appears as a nationality code in the German and other groups as 
migrants who 

were returning from Germany but who already resided in the U.S. 
reported U.S. as their country of origin. 

Russian Empire includes Poland, Finland, Lithuania, Ukraine and Armenia. 

Further shipments will include Irish and U.K.group 

Table T-ITALY-GROUP has been used for Italian selection 
Table T-RUSSIA-GROUP has been used for Russian selection 

All shipments could be put together in a single database with common header file 
(ALLHDRS table) and all T-xxxx tables. 

Tables T-MASVIL-xx and T-xxxxx-GROUP (like T-GERMAN-GROUP and T-MASVIL-GS) 
are country-group related. 

Corresponding country group table (T-xxxxx-GROUP table) should be used 
for country group selection. 

For picking up assumed right spelling of last residence or editing of LRES field 
tables T-MASVIL-xx must be selected according corresponding country group 
(T-xxxxx-GROUP table) . 

Currantly (because of technical limits) we store all data in 4 databases: 
German, Italian, Irish-UK and Russian 


